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FUSA constitution incomplete
BY CHRIS WOOD

There are amendments that were
passed by Fairfield University Students
Association's Senate over a year ago that
are not included in any version of the
organization's constitution, according to
several students active in FUSA,. The
students also question the legitimacy of
any version of the constitution.
"It seems like it could very well be
an accident," Marini said. "It is a dangerous oversight. It was official senate
business and an official senate vote. But
an official record of this business doesn't
exist."
According to John Paul Marini '02,
Jason Cummings '02, Kevin Bennett '02
and Vincent Farisello '03 there are several amendments that were passed by the
Senate previous to its ratification by the
student body on Dec. 12, 2000.
However, according to these people,
a copy of the constitution with these
amendments included does not exist to
the best of their knowledge.
The Mirror reported in Dec. 2000
that four amendments were passed by
Senate on Sunday December 10, two
days before the student body approved
the Constitution.
One of the amendments subjected
FUSA to student referendum if half of

the student body signed a petition, according to these students.
"It's pretty essential in case the
voice of the student body was circumvented in some way," said JP Marini, CoChairman of the Board of Governors.
"Referendums are important because
they mean the ability to have a direct
appeal to the student body."
Another amendment outlined the
Board of Governors section of FUSA.
There is a section in the constitution that
refers to Board of Governors, but Marini
says that the amendment passed has a
more detailed description of governing
structure behind the Board of Governors.
The third amendment, according to
Marini, calls a constitutional convention
every five years. The fourth states that
all undergraduates at Fairfield are official members of FUSA.
These students say that the FUSA
Senate approved the constitution in 2000
with these sections of the constitution
omitted. Then they were passed in time
for a revised version of the constitution
to be approved by a student vote.
Since that vote, the amendments
have reportedly not been seen.
According to Marini, the final step
in legitimizing a FUSA constitution is
SEE
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Alum to speak at commencement
Douglas Perlitz to offer his story following Jesuit ideals by building school in Haiti
MIRROR STAFF REPORTS

Courtesy of Public Relations

Douglas C. Perlitz will be this year's commencement speaker.
Above right, George W. Bur, S J., Loretta Brennan Glucksman,
and John P. Sachs will be receiving honorary degrees.

Douglas C. Perlitz, who
just ten years ago received his
diploma from Fairfield University, will speak to this year's
graduates on Sunday, May 19,
at 10 a.m. as this year's commencement speaker.
He will talk about his experiences in Haiti where he has
established and runs a school
and residence for former street
children in Cap Haitien. Fairfield officials feel he is the perfect choice for this year's graduation ceremony.
"Jesuit education encourages students to be 'men and
women for other,' to share their
God-given gifts to help those
less fortunate," said Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., president of Fairfield University, in
making the announcement.
"Doug's extraoridnary work
with poor children in Haiti is an
inspiration to people of all ages,
but particularly to our own students who will be looking for
ways to incorporate the commu-

BUR

GLUCKSMAN

nity service they had been involved in at Fairfield into their
lives as they begin their careers."
James Fitzpatrick of Student Services agrees and describes Perlitz as "one of our
own."
"Doug has had, in a very
short period of time, an amazing impact on one of the poorest countries in the world," said
Fitzpatrick. "He really personifies what a Fairfield education
can do and how it can change
the world."
Doug will receive an honorary doctor of laws degree.
Fairfield will also confer honorary doctor of laws degrees on
Loretta Brennan Glucksman,
chairman of The American Ire-

SACHS

land Fund, and the Rev. George
W. Bur, S.J., president of the
Gesu School in Philadelphia;
and an honorary doctor of science degree on John P. Sachs,
PhD., a former trustee of Fairfield University and former
president and CEO of Great
Lakes Carbon Corporation.
Doug Perlitz first visited
Haiti on a Campus Ministry
Mission Volunteer trip during
his junior year. His question to
University Chaplain Paul E.
Carrier, S.J., "When will some
of us stay?" became prophetic
when he returned to Haiti five
years later to work as a pastoral
minister at Sacre Coeur Hospital in Milot. The following year
SEE "SPEAKER" ON P.
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Media expert to comment
on terrorist attacks
PRESS RELEASE

Fairfield University will explore the
topic "Beyond Retaliation: Media Propaganda, Terrorism, and the Public Interest since 9-11" at a public forum on
Thursday, April 25 at 7 p.m. in the
DiMenna-Nyselius Library on campus.
Dr. B. Lee Artz, an expert on media
and propaganda as they relate to the
events of September 11, will be the featured speaker at the forum. Artz is an
associate professor of communication at
Loyola University of Chicago and a visiting professor in international communication at Purdue University Calumet.
"Since September 11, 2001, the
Fairfield University community has
been discussing the events, aftermath
and meaning of one of the most significant and alarming occurrences in U.S.
history," said Robbin Crabtree, associate professor and chair of communication.
In addition to his public lecture,
which will take place in the Multimedia
Room of the DiMenna-Nyselius Library,
Artz will visit two classes at Fairfield
and he will participate with Fairfield
University faculty members and stu-

dents in a roundtable discussion of the
9-11 events and the media coverage of
those events.
Artz has lectured around the country on the subject of media coverage of
the events and aftermath of 9-11. He has
written extensively about the mass media in the United States and other nations
from approaches as varied as rhetorical
analysis, political economy, historical
analysis, and cultural studies.
Artz teaches international mass
communication, media and politics, and
rhetoric of social justice and social
change. He is widely published on these
topics, and has edited or co-edited five
books on the media, globalization, the
public interest, and democratic society.
His research has examined the role
of Disney in the globalization of capitalism, racism in "buddy movies," Nicaraguan comunication policy, and media
coverage of the Gulf War.
Artz's visit to campus is sponsored
by Fairfield University's Humanities Institute and Department of Communication. Co-sponsors include Fairfield
University's International Studies Program, Peace & Justice Studies, Legal
Studies, and Department of Politics.
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Fred Lipsius, the award-winning
saxophonist best known as a member of
the 1960s' rock 'n roll/jazz band Blood,
Sweat & Tears, performs with the Fairfield University Jazz
Ensemble, Friday,
April 26 at the Quick
Center. Showtimes are
7 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
Lipsius will accompany the Jazz Ensemble on several
original student compositions, including
"Warming Up a
Dream," by senior
Larry Valliere and
"Night," by graduate
student Eric Donnelly. The program also
features original compositions by
Lipsius and Jazz Ensemble director
Brian Torff. "We're honored to be working with Fred Lipsius", whose brilliant
arrangements helped Blood, Sweat &
Tears become the premier jazz/rock band
of its day," said Torff, a renowned bassist and composer who is also the
university's Music Program Director.
"Blood, Sweat, and Tears set an impeccable musical standard that is still inspir-

ing today. For me, they will never be out
of style."
Blood, Sweat & Tears blew audiences away in 1967 with a unique blend
of rock 'n roll and jazz that was part
throwback to the days of the Big Band
and part tribute to
the psychedelic music of the '60s. Between 1967 and
1971, Lipsius, a featured soloist on
saxophone and piano, won nine gold
records. He also
earned a Grammy
Award for his arrangement of "Spinning Wheel"; arranged the hit single
"Hi-De-Ho"; and co-arranged another
hit single, "You've Made Me So Very
Happy."
Lipsius has written five books on
jazz improvisation. He produced, arranged and is featured as alto saxophone
on two compact discs, "Dreaming of
Your Love" and "Better Believe It." His
compositions for commercial television
include the CBS logos "Something's In
the Air" and "It's a Whole New Thing."
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BY JEN MALCOM
Tuesday, April 9th
4:58 p.m. - There was a car accident in the Dolan East lot, which caused minor
damage.
7:38 p.m. - Credit and ATM cards were found missing in Jogues. Security reminds
everyone to look their doors.
Thursday, April 11th
1:20 a.m. - Two men were caught trying to enter through a locked townhouse gate
and fled upon seeing security. They were located again off campus where they
fled again. Case was referred to Fairfield police.
Friday, April 12th
4:09 a.m. - A glass fire door was found smashed in Campion.
9:17 a.m. - Two people were stuck in the Campus Center freight elevator. Officers
were able to gain entry.
12:34 p.m. - There was a narcotic violation in Jogues. The case was referred to
judicial.
3:30 p.m. - A non-student entered a Kostka room uninvited and fled when confronted by resident. The non-student was intercepted by police and was
issued a criminal trespass warning.
Sunday, April 14th
3:02 a.m. - A Domino's Pizza delivery man was assaulted and the pizza stolen in
Regis. Anyone with information contact security.
6:31 a.m. - Two students were apprehended attempting to remove the name plate
from Lucas the Stag in the Campus Center.
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The Mirror would like to clarify that while the Legal Studies mi
nor has been shut down in the College of Arts and Sciences, this is
^OT the same program as the Business School's Business Law Milor.
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subscription.
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Bus fuss:
BY DEIRDRE SLATER

The beach is an enticing social scene
for many students at Fairfield University. There's always somewhere to go
to drink, party with your friends, and
overall, have a good time. So what happens when the night wears down?
In recent years, Fairfield has provided a "safe rides" bus service to transfer students from the beach back to
school. However, a couple of years ago,
the university stopped the bus service
after year-round Fairfield residents criticized the school for supporting the activity at the beach.
"The school was more than willing
to do safe rides and considers the bus
service very reasonable," said Douglas
Whiting, the associate vice president of
public relations at Fairfield. "However,
in conjunction with the Fairfield police
and Fairfield beach residents, the university has agreed to discontinue safe rides
because of resident and student disagreements."
Many students think it is time for
the university to reconsider its policy to
keep students safe, avoid overuse of cabs
and deter students from driving to and
from the beach.
"No matter how people get down
here, they'll get down here," said Kevin

Estella '02, a member of the Student
Beach Resident Association. "Safe rides
is one solution to the problem of drinking and driving."

Is the lack of safe rides causing
students to drink and drive?
vice.
"Cabs are expensive in Fairfield,"
said Ryan Proulx '02. "Fairfield students
should have the advantage of having a
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Accidents like these could be avoided if "safe rides" was operating.
Many students feel the same way.
"What's more important, people being
safe or happy?" said Matt Powers '02.
"Fairfield residents should recognize and
understand this. You [have to] weigh the
pros and cons."
Taxi service companies benefit from
the lack of a university-sponsored ser-

^

discounted service offered to them. Fairfield University should collaborate with
a cab company and make that possible,"
said Proulx.
Not all students are sympathetic
though. "People have access to cabs—
use them," said Michelle Tomec '03.
Fairfield University, like any other

college campus, has its fair share of
drinking and driving incidents. In most
cases, students found under the influence
of alcohol will receive a D.U.I and a suspended driver's license. Other students,
who were not stopped early enough by a
police officer, incur accidents, consequently hurting themselves, other people
and the surrounding environment.
"The Fairfield police should set up
mandatory checkpoints from the beach
to school because if people know that
they're going to have to face a cop, they
will be more inclined not to drink and
drive", said Justin Palamara '02.
Other students disagree and feel that
creating checkpoint stops probably
wouldn't change things.
"Mandatory checkpoints by Fairfield police would be pointless. People
would figure out a way avoid them," said
CarlaBianchi '02.
Nevertheless, drinking and driving
is a problem that goes beyond our university. According to a recent survey by
the US Department of Transportation's
Fatal Accident Reporting System in
1995, people aged 16 to 24 were involved in 28 percent of alcohol related
driving accidents, although they make up
only 14 percent of the US population.

Registration frustation
BY CHRISTINE CALLAGHAN

Ideally, registration should be a
painless process in which a student
chooses the classes needed for his/her
major, has these classes approved by his/
her advisor, and then enrolls in them on
registration day.
Unfortunately, many believe that
registration does not run this smoothly
at Fairfield unless you happen to be an
academic scholar, athlete, nurse, resident
advisor, or just have really good luck.
"Fairfield should realize how many
students there are in each class and
should open more sections so the students are not inconvenienced by not being able to get into their desired classes,"
said Alyson Rowens '04, a business
major.
According to Dr. Timothy Law
Snyder, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, this inconvenience is caused
by a large course selection. "There's a
trade off between a rich curriculum and
one in which students can get all of their
courses," said Snyder.
Upperclassmen have even fewer options available to them for core classes
since many of these are completed in the
first two years, and there are more specific requirements as students concentrate on their majors. On registration day
last week many core classes required for
majors, especially business and communications, were closed.
All six sections of Business Processes (BU225), which business majors
are to take junior year, were closed and
the business school is unable to accommodate. Dr. Christopher Huntley, assistant professor of Information Systems

and Operations Management, will teach
the class in the fall.
"BU225 is a relatively new course

newly declared major, communications.
"I just recently decided to double major
in communications, but since I found out
one of the
classes I
need was
full, now I
am going
to have to
take it over
the summer.
Communications is anUNIVERSITY
other major
that
causes
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
problems
for many
students.
DOLAN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
The registration sysSCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
tem for
communications
SCHOOL OF NURSING
majors is
somewhat
different
than other
FALL 2002
majors.
There is no
lottery system; regisThis booklet causes students headaches.
tration is
in the last five years and not many pro- done on a first come, first serve basis.
"I don't have too many complaints
fessors are qualified to teach it which is
why it is difficult to open up new sec- with registration, but I do think the
school should be able to figure out a bettions of the class," said Huntley.
But that's not reason enough for stu- ter system," said Melissa DiFiore '04.
dents. Debbie Broncato '04 was disap- "For communication registration, we had
pointed at the selection of classes in her to wait on line for over half an hour just

Fairfield

to get inside the room; once we were
there we had to wait another half hour
just to learn that some of the classes we
wanted were already closed."
Nursing majors, however, have a
much easier registration process.
Maddie Briggs '05 said, "I don't have
to worry about having trouble getting
into the classes I need because as a nursing major, we automatically get signed
into the classes we are required to take."
Some students seem to favor one
registration system for all majors and all
classes, whether it be through a random
lottery or by last name rotation, like the
current core registration. "Using last
names to choose core courses on a rotating basis is an indication that the school
is trying to make improvements to the
system to make things more equitable,"
said Eddie Seavers '03.
This may be true, but Snyder does
not favor having only one registration
system. "The more options the better,"
said Snyder. "We can really solve the
problem of registration by having more
professors who can teach more classes."
However, online registration for
core requirements still reigns high and
is responsible for much frustration.
"Last semester my registration time was
at 7 p.m. and my computer wouldn't log
onto pipeline so I was the last person to
register! I wasn't able to get into the
classes I wanted," said Laura Orozco
'04.
Fairfield can at least take comfort
in knowing that it does not stand alone.
"I know that Georgetown also faces this
problem," said Snyder. "In fact, this is a
problem at virtually every university today."
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Child Care Summer Help Wanted
Month of August - We are
looking for an energetic and
caring individual that can supervise 2 boys, ages 6 and 9
at our home in Fairfield. The
ideal situation would be 8:303:30 M-F. We do have some
flexibility on the hours. Willing
to pay competitive salary for the
right candidate. If interested
email khughes56@yahoo.com
or call 259-0093
Do you like playing with children? We have many part time
nanny positions available with
very flexible schedules. Pay
starts at $10 per hour. Call The
Fairfield Nanny Agency for
more information. 333-3562
Looking for anyone interested in
finding and living in a house on
Cape Cod this summer. Anyone interested call Caitlin
ext:6035

Sacred Heart University student government president Thomas Pesce
Jr. cuts the ribbon between two "skyrocket" trees dedicated in memory
of the Sept 11 terrorist attacks. FUSA president Joe Piagentini (middle
left) and First Selectman Ken Flatto (far right) look on. A plaque and a
bench will later join the trees at the memorial site. For full coverage of
the Sept 11 memorial service, go to www.fairfieIdmirror.com.

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE!
Call George at 256-6594 for the
latest rates, starting as low as
$20 per week! Reach thousands with a Mirror classified
ad!

Social, nonconformist, professional yet relaxed, creative.
Sound like you? Be the next
Student Brand Manager representing Red Bull on your campus next fall. It just might be
the greatest experience
you'll ever have. Apply at
www.redbullcollege.com
TEACHING POSITIONS available
for certified and uncertified
teachers. We serve hundreds
of public, private and parochial
schools in CT and NY. Over
10,000 place since 1965.
THERE IS NEVER A CHARGE
UNLESS WE ARE SUCCESSFUL IN PLACING YOU, and
many of our private schools pay
the fee. Call us to discuss your
background and the types of
positions for which you are
qualified. Fairfield Teachers'
Agency, Inc. Fairfield, CT(203)
3 3 3-0611
www.fairfieldteachersagcy.com
You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international telecommunications company for
minimal investment. Serious/
business minded students only!
Call (203) 565-0714 or visit
collegestudentsexcel.com

Online ads are the wave of the future!
Visit fairfieldmirror.com for more info.
/
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GET ZERO CREDITS
FOR A TAN.
What will you have at the end of the summer? A nice tan, perhaps?

If you take a few courses at WestConn Summer School, you have gotten yourself ahead of schedule, or at least caught
up. We offer over 400 undergraduate and graduate courses in 4 summer sessions - and many of those are offered at
times that don't interfere with your summer plans. So it's easy to give yourself something more lasting than a tan.
Of course, if you work it right, you can get the credits and the tan, too.
Register Today!

877 837-WCSU

Wl VII RIM CONNIiC
181 White Street
Danbury, Connecticut 06810

SUMMER SCHOOL

wwwwcsu.edu
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Safety first in Bannow science labs
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL
While other schools are struggling
to keep their science laboratories safe
during experimentation, Fairfield officials say they have found a good mix of
strict guidelines and careful testing that
have ensured
no major incidents occur.
Fairfield
is not known
for its largescale testing
or experimental proENVIRONMENT] grams, but
with some of
This is part of a series of
reports on environmental
the majors in
issues in Fairfield.
the College of

Arts & Sciences
department requiring testing
as part of the
curriculum, lab
safety remains
an issue.
During a
class visit to one
of Bannow's
labs, Academic
Safety Officer
Dr. Raymond
Poincelot said
Photo: Bridget Smith
A science lab in Bannow.
Fairfield has always taken a proactive approach to lab
In addition, Poincelot and others resafety. This involves everything from sponsible for safety, meet the demands
placing safety signs before they are re- of the government regulations, by doing
quired to installing new safety measures things such as attending 40 hours of
in the new science wing.
training as a result of the use of radia-
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BAR ELEVEN

THE UNIVERSITY OF
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SCRANTQN

tion in experiments in the labs.
"We had only four spills last year,"
said Joseph Bouchard, Fairfield University fire marshal, "but only one in the
[Bannow] Science Center. The science
center and faculty do a better job" keeping things safe than other groups on campus, he added.
Due to federal law Title V, a prevention control system for spills must
be in place through fire and safety services. In the science labs, the most recent issue occurred last year when a
mercury thermometer broke in a lab in
Bannow, costing the school $6,000 for
an outside contractor to clean up the spill.
Poincelot said there have been no
major incidents of lab safety violations

COLLEGE NIGHT SATURDAYS
ladies always in free!

UNIVERSITY

Make the Most
of Your Summer
Transfer credits from accredited
undergraduate and graduate courses
For More Information

BAR

athlaii

11 Washington St., South Norwalk

>i

E-mail: DHCcourscs@scranton.cdu
Phone: 1-877-316-8028 or (570) 941-7580
Fax: (570) 941-7937
Web: www.scranton.edu/summer

across from sono post office

lonewockaway,rom,rains,ation

www.sonobati1.com sonobar11@aol.com
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Premium Outlet Store

LOW
PRICES
FOR FAIRFIELD STUDENTS

V

LARGEST DVD RENTAL SELECTION IN TOWN!
Friendly & knowledgeable staff who know movies.

Additional 15% discount

NOW SHOWING:

for Fairfield University students
OUR PRICE

Short Sleeve
Polo Shirt
Khakis
Ralph Pant Khakis
Dress Shirt
Blue Blazers
100% Cotton Short
Cotton Polo Knits
Joe Boxers
Basic Joe Boxer
Brief & T-Shirts

$14.99

•
•
•
•

RETAIL PRICE

$52.50
$29.99
$40.00
$24.99
$85.00
$34.99
$12.00
$55.00
$139 & up $175 & up
$14.99
$32.00
$19.99
$34.00
$9.99
$18.00

Domestic Disturbance
Deep End
Black Knight
Spy Game

student discounts available!
Show a valid university ID and get one free catalog
rental (VHS or DVD) when you rent a new release.
$1 credit when "red dot" movies returned next day.
I
.
I

255-8643

RENT ONE MOVIE
GET ONE FREE

$19.00

1596 Post Rd.
Fairfield

One coupon per customer
Higher price prevails
Excludes red dot rentals
Expires May 31,2002

696 West Avenue, Norwalk, CT 06850
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00 Sun 12:00-5:00

(203) 857-4584

movrc £ mow

We have the

L

RJ1J

Next to Mike's Pizza
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New science lab will take
safety into the 21st century
Both lab and human safety experiments are governed by federally mandated boards.
in more than 20 years.
However, while Fairfield has had a
Poincelot noted that the labs go
clean record for safety, other schools
through many audits on a routine basis.
have had exWaste
periments
disposal is
that
have
handled caregone awry
fully, stored in
(from Northwestern University)
(see sidebar
30
gallon
about a recent
drums that
Northwestern
contain
at
* A 24-year-old at Johns Hopkins UniverUniversity
most
onesity died in June during an asthma experiment
story.)
fourth
the
when her lungs and kidneys failed.
Officials
amount they
say that alcould, so they
* The government is scrutinizing Duke
though there
can be careUniversity and the University of Rochester due
have not been
fully packaged
to a failure to protect volunteer subjects. Duke's
major proband wrapped
testing facilities were also shut down in 1999.
lems in Fairto avoid breakfield labs,
ing open dur* Jesse Gelsinger, who was involved in a
they are still
ing transport.
gene therapy experiment at the University of
not taking the
The issue
Pennsylvania, died in 1999 when the experiissue of lab
of human testment triggered an overwhelming response from
safety lightly.
ing is also an
his immune system. According to the school's
There
issue. Dr. Kurt
newspaper, The Pennsylvanian, in 2001 teachwill be cabiSchlichting
ing assistants were given only one day of trainnets in every
professor of
ing and^ had to learn things like lab safety on
lab of the new
sociology and
the job.
science wing,
member of a
hoods to enboard
that
oversees human testing, also said that no sure venting of any hazardous fumes,
major issues have occurred under his and phones in every lab so that spills can
be quickly reported.
watch.
Many of these improvements are
Part of this, however, lies in the fact
that human testing experiments are rare. not required, but fall into the proactive
"Usually when a test occurs, it is nature of the school's safety procedures.
Ultimately, Fairfield's safety inspecdone at a hospital," Schlichting said.
"The experiment is passed through both tors are working to ensure that the labs
remain safe and nothing major happens.
our board and the hospital's board.
With significant safety issues at labs
in universities across the United States
over the past few years, Fairfield's plan
is to ensure that they do not end up on
the growing list of schools who have had
students harmed by such incidents.
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Major lab accidents

Speaker launched,
runs school in Haiti
CONTINUED FROM P.

Today it takes more to become
an aCCOUntant Where do Students

Bentley College. Beginning in 2002, students

gO tO get the mOSt?

need

150 hours of class time to sit for the CPA

exam. Fulfill this requirement with Bentley's renowned Master of Science in Accountancy (MSA)
program—the first in Massachusetts to receive the prestigious accountancy accreditation from
AACSB International. Whether beginning or advancing your career. Bentley's MSA
provides a high-tech education in all areas of accounting, from financial and managerial to
accounting information systems. Gain exposure to the latest technology and top practitioners
in the public, corporate and nonprofit sectors. It takes
something extra to be an accountant. See how much extra
Bentley has to offer. Visit us online or call 781/891-2000

BENTLEY COLLEGE
The Business School
for the Information Age
www.bentley.edu/gr/facc
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he founded the Pierre Toussaint School
and Outreach Program for Street Children in the northeast Haiti town of Cap
Haitien, with the support of Fairfield
University Campus Ministry, the
Knights of Malta and the Oblates of
Mary Immaculate, a French Canadian
order.
Presently 25 students live together
in the "walled" village on the outskirts
of town, that included three small
houses, a dining hall, two classrooms,
an administrative building, plus a basketball court and soccer field. Another
50 to 60 boys attend the "13th Street
School," in town where they have access to a free meal, showers, locker space
and minor medical attention. Doug
speaks Creole, the language of the Haitan
people. He has enlisted a team of local
Haitian aides to provide 24-hour supervision and works to reconnect as many
children as possible to their families.
Doug grew up in Barrington, 111.,
and taught in the Punta Gorda High
School in Belize following his graduation from Fairfield. He earned a master's
degree in theology from Boston College
before moving to Haiti.
Laura Wabh andAllie Moonan contributed to this report.
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Merit pay still troubling
BY ETHAN FRY

Despite strong opposition to the
implementation of a merit pay system at
Fairfield, faculty here are having trouble
organizing decent and sustained support
within their own ranks.
Photo: Bridget Smith
D r
George Lang,
professor of
mathematics,
recently
wrote an article on the
merit pay debate at Fairfield for the
- American
Dr. George Lang.
.
■
"
Association
of University Professors' Connecticut
newsletter, The Vanguard.,
In an exclusive interview, Lang
stated that there are a lot of faculty members "who are just disappointed" with the
current situation. Although the faculty
and administration recently agreed upon
a new compensation package for next
year, Lang said that "the next one is going to be the crucial one" as far as the
clash between the faculty and adminis-

tration is concerned.
Merit pay is a form of compensation that—in theory—rewards the best
and brightest faculty members for various forms of achievement, such as publication in scholarly journals. But how
to decide who gets rewarded—and who
does not—has prompted faculty members to discuss various issues with respect to merit pay.
According to Lang, some faculty
have expressed interest in inviting union
representatives to campus to discuss organizing options. However, because of
a decision by the Supreme Court in 1980
concerning Yeshiva University, starting
a labor union among faculty at a private
university is difficult, Lang said.
Dr. Timothy Law Snyder, dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences, said
that the college is developing a plan to
implement merit pay, but faculty involvement has not been strong.
"One way that we will come to the
best plan is if the faculty will work with
me. Otherwise we will have a good
plan," he said. "The plan need not be
anywhere as bad as some people envisioned it."
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http://fairfield.dailyjolt.com
why weren't you at

BAR ELEVEN
last Saturday?

www.cfig.com

party like hell with $2 drinks until 11

Student Health Insurance
Short Term Health Plans
Travel Insurance

11 Washington St, South Norwalk

Visit us on the web at www.cfig.com email info@cfig.com
or call us 800-231 -FIVE toll free or 203-221-0200 local
Continental Five Insurance Group, Inc. • Westport, Connecticut

(across from sono post office T
one block away from train station t
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www.sonobar11.com sonobar11@aol.com

PACE

live^LEARN
the perfect summertime attitude

summer
2002

Summer Session I begins June 3,2002
Summer Session II begins July 15,2002

Call Us!

Serving Farfield,
parts of Westport &
parts of Bridgeport

255-8823
1580 Post Road
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I ONE LARGE 2 TOPPING
PIZZA, AN ORDER
OF CHEESY BREAD,
A 10pc. ORDER
OF BUFFALO WINGS,
AN ORDER OF
CINNA STIX* &

Si

A 2-LITER OF COKE*

II

I
I

Deep Dtih £xtra

Jrotted Time Otter
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Now Accepting!
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Optn Daily for Lunch
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Live
Summer session students enrolled
in at least 6 credits may live on either
the New York City (downtown) or
Pleasanlville campuses for only $85 a
week. Amazing when you consider all
that you'll be close to... the South
Street Seaport, Greenwich Village, Little
Italy, Chinatown and Central Park. Not
the city type? Then consider our
Pleasanlville campus, where you'll find
swimming, jogging, and tennis facilities.

UN IVERS ITY

!!

■

Learn
Don'l just hit the beach, hit the books this
summer and you'll Ixr on your Way to an
easier fall semester, an early graduation,
or a head start on your graduate
degree' Enroll in one or both of Pace
University's summer sessions. Undergraduate courses are available in the
Arts, Business, Computer Science,
Education, Information Systems, Liberal
Arts, Nursing and Sciences. Graduate
courses are available in Business,
Computer Science, Counseling,
Education, Environmental Science,
Information Systems, Nursing, Public
Administration, Psychology. Publishing
and Telecommunications. And four-,
six-, eight- and twelve-week sessions
allow for plenty of summertime living.
Visit www.pace.edu
to view class
schedule.

Register
Don't procrastinate! Spaces are filling
up quickly. Register today in older to
make the most of your summer. For
more information, return the attached
coupon by fax or mail, or call 1-800-874PACE, ext. 3366, visit us at www.pace.edu
or e-mail infoctr@pace.edu (include
ext. 3366 in vourc-mail).

Please send me a Pace Summer 2002 class schedule!
TWO MEDIUM
2-TOPPING
PIZZAS & A
2-LITER OF
COKE*
Deep D^h extra

[[♦

, TWO LARGE I
I PIZZAS WITH 1
1
UP TO
3 TOPPINGS i
ON EACH |
Deep Dish Extra

«

SS# (optional):

Name:
College currently attending:
Home address:
City/Slatc/Zip:

L-mail address: ,

Home phone:
Area of interest:

Limited Time Offer

Unrated Time Off*? $

L
Your choice of free cinnastix, cheesy bread,
or twisty bread with every large pizza!

Location:

D New York City Downtown Campus
D New York Cily Midlown Campus

D Undergraduate Programs

D Westchcster Pleasanlville Campus
D Westcliester While Plains Campus

□ Graduate Programs

□ I am interested in living on campus.
Mail coupon to: fact Cnivrrsity, Admission Information Onter,
I Pacr flam. New York, NY 10038 Or Fax to 212-3-16-1821

3366
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naked warmth

FUSA Constitution
missing last
minute revisions
CONTINUED FROM P.

Polartec® Regulator™ Insulation
Finally, insulation that won't weigh you down,
melt you down or blow the zippers off your pack.
Regulator insulation is lighter, warmer and
more compressible than fleece.
Travel warm, dry, light and fast.
Available in men's and women's styles.

917 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06430
203-255-2896

patagonia
Polartec* is a registered trademark of Maiden Mills, Inc.
Regulator'Mand R21M are trademarks of Patagonia, Inc.
© Patagonia, Inc. 2000
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for it to be signed by Vice President of
Student Services William Schimpf.
Marini says that Schimpf had not signed
any version of the constitution before last
year's election, meaning that current
FUSA president Joe Piagentini was
elected under according to a process that
was not fully binding.
Marini is unsure as to whether a
version of the constitution-with or without the amendments-has been signed by
Schimpf since last summer.

THIS WEEK'S
ONLINE
EXCLUSIVES:

Rattlesnake Bar and
Tortilla Grill

ClN

WELCOME !
CELEBRATE
DE MAYO

Ch&ese or Steak.

+ +IO*

Choice! ofamY JMfexicam
parwnat, Bos Mftxia,

Quosadilla or Fajita & Rita , * * i2+«.
Choi<c& of any Qu&sadMa or Fajita

*Bucke>t ofCoronitas **•.** 9*99
7 oz. Bottles of Coroinai

#

•Fairfield University and Sacred
Heart memorial
to Sept. 11 dedicated
•AIDS in Africa:
an expose
•Recent'Real
World' cast members visit
Fairfield University
for lecture
•CD Review of Day
One's recent
'Dare to Dream'
effort
To read these stories
and more, visit
fairfieldmirror.com
and remember
to vote in this
week's poll!
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"The Jesuit school with the beach"
Fairfield University, then and now
BY ASHLEIGH EGAN
Towards the end of my senior year
of high school, my classmates and
teachers would ask me where I was
going to college in September. I would
respond "Fairfield University." More
often than not, I was faced with the
questions: "Where is that? Jersey?"
"How did you hear about THAT
school?" "What's a Jesuit?"
I found out about Fairfield because
my father graduated from this school in
1970. Even though I live only one hour
away from campus, few people where I
live on Long Island have ever heard of
Fairfield. This may be because Fairfield
has changed greatly since it was
established in 1942.
In the 1960's, Fairfield was the party
school almost anyone could attend. Now,
in 2002, Fairfield life, both academically
and socially, has developed into the
competitive school it is today.
When my father was applying to
colleges from Chaminade High School
on Long Island, Fairfield was the college
you went to when you wanted to stay
close to home. Fairfield also tended to
be the college you applied to when you
couldn't get into the other "prestigious"
schools such as Columbia, NYU, etc...
As my father puts it, Fairfield was
"THE all-boys Jesuit school" where
mothers would want their good Catholic
boys to attend to become good Catholic
men. At $4,000 a year, Fairfield was a
decent school but at a high price
compared to the cost of living. Many
people from Catholic schools on Long
Island applied to and attended Fairfield
during his time on the campus, between
1966 and 1970.
Few people know that Fairfield

used to be an all-boys school. The
student body looked much different than
they do today. My father had to wear a
shirt and tie to class every day. This dress
code was a continuation of the high
school uniform to which so many of
these boys were accustomed. But behind
the shirts and ties, every Caucasian/
Catholic boy at Fairfield knew that at

accepted it.
Today, I can't count how many
times we've been told that the class of
2005 is the most intelligent class in
Fairfield history. I find it ironic that now
that Fairfield's reputation has increased,
less people from my hometown know of
the school. More kids want to go to
Cornell, NYU, BC, Penn State, and other

Whether it's the 70's or now, students still know how to party
heart it was just a party school.
"big nafrteZLjschools. Fairfield has
My father lived at the beach his equivalent academics~to most of these
senior year. The house still stands to this schools, just not the name that many
day, and it looks just as decrepit as it did students are looking for.
in 1969. The legal drinking age was 18,
Also, there is the fact that over
and alcohol was plentiful. It wasn't $30,000 a year can be very hard to come
uncommon for students to run out of by. Five students from my high school
money for heat or electricity.
applied to Fairfield, three were accepted,
Friends of my father, who lived in a and two attended. As my friends from
house that is still occupied by students, high school put it, I was going to attend
resorted to burning their wood furniture "the Jesuit school with the beach."
for heat. The landlords did not care what
Classes at Fairfield nowadays could
the students did in the houses, and neither be mistaken for fashion shows. There
did the town. Fairfield was a college are the few students, like me, who enjoy
town, and the residents of the town attending class in sweatpants and t-shirts,

but the majority appears as if they are
heading to a party instead of going to an
8 a.m. class.
The student body has been
described as "a walking Abercrombie or
J. Crew catalogue." Personally, I think
everyone looks the same. Even though
the university is attempting to create a
diverse campus, Fairfield is about as
diverse today as it was in the 60's.
The beach is no longer run by the
students. There are still a number of
seniors who choose to live at the beach,
but they are surrounded by year round
residents. The legal drinking age is now
21 instead of 18, making seniors
technically the only students able to
drink. So even though alcohol is still
plentiful, it is consumed more discretely
than it was before.
The police presence at the beach is
apparent, and maybe even extreme.
Students can no longer enjoy living at
the beach without worrying about the
police or being videotaped by
disgruntled residents.
My father enjoyed his four years at
Fairfield, and so far I am enjoying mine.
The college is very different from when
he went here, and he says it's much better
now. My father is proud to say that I go
to Fairfield University and even prouder
to tell people how much better the school
has gotten in the past three decades.
Even though the beach may not be
as exciting as it once was and most
people don't recognize the Fairfield
name, the academic improvement of the
past 30 years makes up for these
disadvantages.
People at home are still confused to
see the FU sticker on my car. They still
ask if I go to school in Jersey. I'm pleased
to say that I go to Fairfield University.

From Brazil to Fairfield
Model V.N. holds reenactment ofconference
Political/special program award winning club F.U.M.U.N. (Fairfield
University Model United Nations) is hosting a simulation conference
this Saturday, April 20 on the ground floor of the BCC at 11a.m.
. Students from West Point, Seton Hall, and Tufts will be joining the
simulation. F.U.M.U.N., only in its second year, has gone to three
conferences, including two international conferences.

Pictured (L to R):
Brian Gosseiin '04, Melisa Thompson '05, Anna Czerwinska '04,
LeAnne Mistysyn (advisor), Aaron Provisor '03, Jessica Viner '04, Stephanie
Medgivy '04.
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"Seai"ed with a kiss
Norwalk's Martime Aquarium merits seal of approval

Have you ever received a round of
applause...from a seal? If not, then it's
time for a visit to see five very
entertaining friends, who go by the
names of Susie, Tillie, Polly, Sandy, and
Leila.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
the Maritime Aquarium in Norwalk, just
about a 15-minute drive from the
Fairfield University campus. The
aquarium features many aspects of
underwater life, concentrating on
animals and plants that live in the rivers
and streams of Connecticut and the Long
Island Sound. The seals are the
highlight.
These five little rascals swim in an
indoor/outdoor tank, equipped with
enormous rocks for their lounging
and
feeding
pleasure. The
seals are
fed

everyone is extremely quiet so as not to
scare our flippered friends.
"We have a mother-daughter team
in the tank," begins Vicki, who is able to
narrate the entire feeding process without
frightening the seals, who she reveals to
be very shy. Vicki is referring to 28-yearold Susie, and her daughter, 14-year-old
Tillie.
Susie is the oldest seal in the tank,
and even has a claim to fame-she was
"tankmates" with perhaps the most wellknown seal of all time, Andre the Seal,
at the Mystic Aquarium back in the
1970's. When Vicki calls her name,
Susie climbs up onto her spot on the
rocks to wait for her turn to feed.
Tillie is not far behind her mother,
and takes her designated place on the
rocks as well. Distinguishable by a
blond mark over her left eye, this
little character revels
in the applause
that
she
gets,

b y
their
trainer,
Vicki, three times
daily at 11:45 a.m., 1:45
p.m., and 3:45 p.m...and it's not your
average dinner party.
First, Vicki walks into the tank by
way of a platform and stands on one of
the rocks with a bucket filled with fish,
usually herring. A large crowd gathers
around to view this spectacle, but

and
expresses
her delight by
clapping her flipper
against the side of her body,
making a deliciously loud slapping
noise. Tillie entertains others (and
herself) by blowing bubbles underwater
and chasing them to the surface.
Vicki explains that while they may
look a little more like dogs, the seals tend
to act more like cats. When asked if the

BY STEPHANIE SIERZPUTOWSKI

seals know their own names when called,
Vicki tells the crowd that they certainly
hear basic commands, as well as
vibrations.
To
demonstrate her
point, she
calls

them.
"They're great," said Vicki, after the
crowd had dispersed and feeding time
had come to an end.
"They all have
their own
pascnalities

Polly up
onto the
rocks, and within
a second, Polly is there
waiting for her turn to eat.
At 15-years-old, Polly seemed to be
the most affectionate seal, and started off
by giving Vicki a kiss-which was
followed by a simultaneous "awww"
from the audience. Polly has a pink
birthmark on her chest, and was also a
crowd pleaser when she showed how she
could open her mouth on command.
Next up at dinner was the newest
addition to the aquarium, and the only
male seal in the tank, Sandy. Sandy is
also the largest of the seals, weighing in
at a whopping 225 pounds. Sandy was
brought to the tank in hopes that he
would mate with Tillie, but so far,
nothing has happened. Vicki describes
him as the "stud" of the tank, and said'
he loves to roll off the rocks after he is
done eating to make a big splash for the
crowd.
Last is Leila, who is named after the
famous song "Layla" by Eric Clapton,
but maintains her own way of spelling
it. Leila is a ham, and loves it when the
crowd waves to her. She also has a soft
spot for babies, and enjoys waving to

and
dispositions,
I just get such
a kick out of
them."
As will anyone who visits this
spectacular exhibit.
Located
conveniently off of 1-95 and about 11
miles from campus, the aquarium
provides an enjoyable atmosphere that
the whole family can enjoy, while also
serving an educational purpose...what a
concept!
The Maritime Aquarium is open
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day of the
year except Thanksgiving Day and
Christmas Day. In July & August, the
aquarium stays open until 6 p.m.
Directions are as follows.
From 1-95 northbound- Exit 14.
Continue straight at two stop signs. Right
at first light onto West Avenue. Bear left
at third light onto North Main Street. Left
at first light onto Ann Street.
From 1-95 southbound- Exit 15. Exit
ramp splits: stay to right following signs
for South Norwalk. Left at light onto
West Avenue. Bear left at fifth light onto
North Main Street. Left at first light onto
Ann Street.
For more information, visit their
website at www.maritimeaquarium.org.

The ghost of Dolan Hall
Everybody's favorite dorm may be haunted...
BY ERIN GRAY

Imagine: You're lying in bed, an 8
am class in the morning, knowing you
need to sleep, just praying it won't
happen again... but it does.
The bang shakes your room and
causes you to either pull the covers over
your head or go bolting out into the
hallway. It can cause your computer
screen to be momentarily out of focus
and makes your radiator vibrate.
You may have heard the rumors, but
the Ghost of Dolan Hall is no myth.
It happens anytime between
midnight and 4 a.m. and we never know
what day of the week it will be. The
Dolan Ghost haunts the second floor east
wing in rooms 231, 229, 227, and 225.
The volume of the bang is incredible and
occasionally causes objects in our rooms
to shake and the lights to flicker.
Yet those just across the hall and
upstairs cannot hear it. It jolts us from

sound sleep and brings some close to
tears.
We have tried
to explain the
noise
away
countless times.
We went to the
boiler room below
us... it cannot be
heard in that room.
The
RA
across the hall,
who is convinced
we are all mad,
suggested it is the
boys upstairs. We
made the guys that
live upstairs come
down in the middle
of the night to see
if it will happen
when they are not
Oooh, creepy
up there...it does.
We went outside to bang on the

pipes to try to duplicate the noise...not
even close. The
housing
and
maintenance
department sent
people to try to
find an answer...
no idea. The
phenomenon
remains
unexplained.
Sometimes
the haunting is
just a single bang
repeated over an
hour or two.
Other times it is a
series of four
evenly spaced
booms that can go
on all night. We
know that it
cannot, be the
pipes because it has even played us a

little song: "Shave and a haircut, two
bits."
It is always loudest in room 227,
which makes us believe it cannot
originate from somewhere else in the
hallway. As many times as it has
happened, we still cannot establish from
which direction the sound is coming; it
just fills the rooms.
We have spoken to students that
lived in Dolan four years ago, and they
too testify to the sonic booms in the
night.
If, by chance, it is a haunting by
clever students passed down through the
years, please stop. We're awfully tired.
Those who have not heard it may
not believe, but the circles under our eyes
do not lie. We don't know the cause,
nor where the sound comes from, but let
it be said for the record:
There is a ghost haunting Dolan
Hall.
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Could the Levee be kicked?
Lack ofliquor, quarantining of minors leaves pub without patrons
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

It advertises weekly through
posters, e-mails, and flyers sent to the
townhouses, apartments, and major
parking lots at the beach. There are drink
specials everyday, where every Thursday
is "Dollar Bottle Thursday." Friday is
happy hour from 6-8 p.m. with $1
bottles, and free food like fried raviolis,
mozzarella sticks, Buffalo wings,
chicken fingers, and quesadilla wedges.
The Levee continues to try to search
niches here on campus, but despite all
the promotions, most students remain
unimpressed.
"The Levee needs more people and
events," said Mellissa Hushion, '04. "I
would go for live events and good
music." A common complaint of
students is that The Levee does not meet
their social needs.
The bar has been open for seven
years on Fairfield's campus, and began
this school year without its traditional
bar and restaurant style, since it served
as a temporary snack bar until the new
facility reopened in the Barone Campus
Center.
The Levee reopened
Homecoming Weekend 2001 as a bar
only, licensed to sell only beer and wineno liquor or mixed drinks.
"Liability insurance increases with
a liquor license," said University Pub

Manager Jerry Aversano. "This hurts
business because we don't have a full
selection, and a lot of students thought
we were still only a restaurant once the
Stag moved back to Barone."
There is no cover charge at the

soon offer pool and foosball tables,
dartboards, and playing cards at no
charge. Four televisions, including a big
screen, with surround sound and 800
Direct TV channels and local cable are
in full use at all times. Live events do
attract students to
The Levee.
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it becomes a place
These seniors enjoyed M ug Night, but where are they
for students to go,"
the rest of the year?
Aversano said.
Levee, and students under 21 can enter.
Within the next year, The Levee
Underage drinking is not tolerated and expects to renovate to provide a new
is virtually impossible.
atmosphere for students. An alternative
"I instruct my employees that to the church pews for seating and
there's only one person you don't card, brighter walls will clean it up.
and it's your mother," Aversano said.
On April 6, The Levee sponsored a
The Levee is sectioned off into two Hunger Cleanup event, which included
areas: a section for 21+ and another for performances by Fairfield student bands
under age students. Underage students such as Crosseyed Charlie, Mr. Furious,
are not allowed in the 21+ area, but the and Awkward Silence.
remaining area is open for all. It will
"Saturday night was really a great
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Cheers

time for all. We had about 250 total
patrons, with roughly three-quarters
being of legal age to drink," Aversano
said. Many students attended the event,
despite the strict rules on drinking and a
no smoking indoors policy.
The Levee also competes with the
infamous beach hotspot bar, The Sea
Grape. Most students of legal age
venture to the Grape, where it is more
convenient, just as cheap, and filled with
students every single weekend.
"I don't get sick of the Grape," said
beach resident Ryan Washington, '02.
"All of my friends are there all the time,
so it's fun to go there. The location of
the Grape is perfect for me since I don't
have to worry about how I am going to
drive home."
The Levee offers an alternative to
the frequent parties at the Point, with live
guests and contests. "We pulled in a big
crowd on Superbowl Sunday because we
raffled off a Play Station 2 system. We're
trying to do more events like this to
promote student attendance," Aversano
said. "On Senior Mug Night in
November we pulled in 400 people. That
was a huge turnout."
Overall, Aversano is happy with the
progress the Levee has made. "I hope
the returning employees continue to
develop the Levee into a more popular
place to be."

Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: BoxAA
to this Saturday...to Mackin for running
through 2 basement doors...to Cro
dawg...to practicing with the green
team...to Biscc.to Lynn and Laura
smashin bottles, to Lynn drinking a
bottle, to big Tom Cal, total kegger
man...to Laur's 20th birthday! Happy
Birthday Lauren...to Immaculate CD
at 67...to TC taking my purse upstairs
without saying a word...to "Murn, you
my secret pal"...to a failed attempt at
hiding...to Bill, Zione, and Scottso...to
4 + 40 oz = $40...to giddyup...to
blowing a .259 BAC at the health
center...to
MG's
school
of
obedience...to the mormon...to the best
mixes...to warm weather finally...to
starting at 4...to Leland...to mudsliding
late night in the quad & sat night
adventures...to being a 5th roomie...to
the "anti-cheer"...to Sean's record of
yacks...to "not counting" punches...to
3-man...to Numero cuatrc.to Laura's
bum...to highly drunken 22nd
birthdays, and proving that 2 out of
every 100,000 birthdays end up in
complete nudity...to DK and "How's
your (w)hole?"...to Easton's homer...to
Oppo-waving around the ten block...to
family dinners at Athena...to naked
time, nap time, and shower time...to
inappropriate workplace chats...to my
hot boss...to having a "good reason"
for not getting any sleep...to sexy little
English accents...to Saki Bombs...to
Limbo-Stick Eriky...to sex with teddy
bears...to Sonic the Hedgehog...to

Wrobel and beruit...to boys who know
what they are doing...to gay Adam...to
SBRA for making the Mock Wedding the
best event so far...to Leland...to
Lindsay's bday celebration tonight,
Happy Birthday Smooth!...to "betty's
my mama, mama's my betty"...to having
a creepy day...to Jina coming home...to
Ip...to Lynny's creepy baby bears...to
soco...to Cristina being copy editor next
year...to the EMs, especially all of the
seniors—I will miss you all next year,
J.B...to the advisor of the year, you are
the greatest...to the Mets -4 of 5 from
the Braves, baby...to the warm weather
and time spent at the beach...to
Leland...to the joint ministry picnic...to
volleyball...to ice cream and late night
talks...to Theodore Hurtzel of the State
of Israel...to "If you will it, dude, it is no
dream"...to strategery...to the fabrics
enduring the rain storm...to white
people...to Roger Cedeno...to Robbie
Alomar...to Mo Vaughn...yo Mike
Piazza...to Edgardo Alfonzo...to Jeromy
Burnitz...to Jay Payton...to Rey
Ordonez...to Al Leiter...to Steve
Traschel...to Rob Estes...to Pedro
Astacio...to Jeff D'Amico...to Bobby
Valentine...to Charlie Hough...to fabric
friends that want to steal your bed...to
kablammL.to smiling...to sunshine...to
longer days and great weather...to Doug
Perlitz as commencement speaker...to
frisbee...to softbalL.to Florence in the
Fall ...to having the time to lay around
and enjoy the end of senior year...to the
thought of getting out of here before 2
a.m....to the layout peeps...to Leland...

to the joke know as the "oty" awards. ..to
that weird lady staring at us at Athena...to
people who try to explain the social and
political implications of cheers and boos
..to freshmen girls that don't come down
to the beach, we only have 1 month left
to ravage you...to living on Kostka 2 as
a junior...to whoever tries to hook up
with a guy that's been puking...to the
weirdo girl that won't leave....to the
baseball team, change your clothes eveiy
once and a while, or get new
sweatshirts...to guys who dump you and
then try to hook up with your best
friend...to RHC power trips...to security
and the health center for making me go
to the emergency room...to super
whipped boyfriends...to THs without
kegs...to FU security...to Yankees (all
year)...to no concert...to NASA
bookies...to Phil always chokin, there
goes 150...to rocks hidden in mud...to
Loyola soccer weirdos...to the Pit, get a
life, you'll always suck (c/;SS...to your
crush getting a new girlfriend...to the
Hying beast now smushed to the wall...to
neighborly sex in my shower...to
girlfriends that get jealous over a hat...to
thinking your underwear was stolen...to
the kicked keg festering in the living
room...to an empty tp roll...to
immunology (aka the study 6f greek)...to
only 5 weeks left...to not having a
future...to becoming the only janitor with
a bachelor's degree...to Saki Bombs...to
a 7th roommate who won't leave...to
rent-a-cop security who wont let us have
any fun...to whoever said boos to S60
ken races, every other year they were

sg*

S100 so get a clue before you speak...to
being extremely broke...to being shafted
at the "OTY" awards, when will you
people wise up?...to getting your ankle
smashed in by a bunch of brutes...to
impressions...to the beginning of the
end...to late nights at the Minor...to losts
of papers...to Senioritis and how it acts
up when there is beautiful weather...to
stupid girls hooking up on the black
futon...to security's late-night
questioning...to having classes during
this beautiful weather...to tests...to
people not knowing how to write
papers...to finals looming in the
future...to saying good-bye...to waking
up at 5 and not getting back to sleep...to
laundry...to the lack of funds....to
postmodernism...to adding extra
readings to every week of classes...to
sunburn...to sweating profusely...to
having your windshield shattered by a
softball...to spending your weekends
doing homework...to not getting much
sleep...to backaches...to training new
editors...to not being done with this
job...to REGISTRATION...to being a
senior and being closed out to the
classes that you need to graduate...to
impending cold fronts...to not knowing
what I am going to do next year...to not
having a job yet... to movies that don't
make sense... to cars breaking down piece of poop...to baseball, why are you
so freakin boring?...to boos...to double
boobai»e...to not uettinu to uo home...
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[editorial]

L'*-*** Jam lt>€»' PQ Cancelled

A Jesuit role model
Commencement 2002
In an academic year marred with moments of shock,
it is exceptionally uplifting for the community of
Fairfield University to celebrate the 2001-2002 commencement with an emphasis on Jesuit ideals. There is
always the temptation to allow such an event to be carried by a name, possibly at the expense of the message.
This clearly will not be the case as the university welcomes back Doug Perlitz.
Perlitz graduated from Fairfield ten years ago and
continued to serve in the Jesuit tradition, inspired by
his work with Campus Ministry. As a junior at Fairfield,
he visited Haiti. He returned there after completing his
master's degree and started a school for impoverished
children, carrying on the tradition of a Jesuit education
by being a person for others.
This message rings as true today as it has throughout time. However, given the more traumatic moments
of this academic year, this message is an important reinforcement as the Class of 2002 begins the next chapters of their lives. The terror of Sept. 11 and the bizarre
spectacle of a hostage crisis on campus have brought
new perspectives to all of our lives. That having been
said, the continuity of the old ideals is still vitally important.
An eloquent speech with a notable presenter would
be inspiring for an afternoon. The demonstration of a
still-young adult's early commitment to service could
ultimately mean so much more.
While the choice of Perlitz is a good one, one would
hope that it was not motivated by political concerns.
In a year when Fairfield's close ties to the business world
made headlines, a very prominent ceremony is being
led by someone firmly molded in Jesuit ideals. Last
year a former Wall Street ringleader headed commencement. This year, we have a saint. No one can question
the decision to have an exemplry alumnus of this university deliver the commencement address. Is this a
good choice? Certainly. A political choice? We hope
not.
The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
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Keeping the faith
curred and defend the innocent.
The actions of a few are unjustly
tarnishing the work ofthe many.
The Catholic Church has
The issue at hand is not a
much to answer for these days.
corrupt Catholic Church.
It also has much to live for. The
Granted, leaders need to be held
accusations and stories flying
responsible for not shielding the
through the media are justified;
community from these predathe Church for some men has
tors, but there are sevserved as a conduit
eral key things to bear
to vulnerable youth
in mind here. Forethat they had some
most, pedophilia is a
sexual attraction
relatively unknown
to. By failing to
mental health issue
identify these men
that affects a small
and provide for
proportion of men. It
them the help they
is a sickness in the
need, the Church
same category the as
has certainly been
schizophrenia that Anshaken, but it has
drea Yates suffers
not crumbled.
from.
Molesting
The majority
young children is not
of students here are
natural just as systemyoung Catholics. I
atically drowning
have been in
your children is not.
Catholic schools
Yates should be getsince first grade
K
r-W
,
<
ting mental help and
and a member of
not jail time. Members
several
parish
of the clergy need to
communities at
be getting help for
different points of
t
their problems too and
my life. I have
not simply moved
never been in any
photo: google.con
about within the dioway sexually ap1 1
cese.
proached or abused
Changes
are
by a priest. I have Cardinal Law faces an outcry for his resignation
needed in the Church,
stories that don't
warrant page one attention. the priests they interact with. but the mission is strong. For the
Rather, priests have been guid- Many of us have had similar ex- good of our world let us think
ing influences in my life.
periences with priests at home of the priests that guide us in
One priest in particular is and Jesuit priests here on cam- life, let us embrace our faith,
president of my old high pus. As a Catholic University and let us not condemn but acschool. He is a man of utmost community, we have the duty to tively work at finding a soluintegrity and compassion. He fight the hypocrisy that has oc- tion.
BY MICHAEL A. BOND

taught me to think philosophically and to be a leader in the
community. He has stewarded
both the school community and
his parish community with great
compassion. I have no fear of
this man, just as the vast majority of Catholic's have no fear of
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mmentary
Don't mess with a 'Texas Ranger'
Perhaps, if Greenspan were to move to
Texas, wear a fedora and drive a pickup
Thomas Paine's bellyaching truck, he'd be more appealing to the
couldn't hold a candle to the past year. masses. But, as long as he remains a
Ever since those mechanized robot-cops staunch supported of the Tories, and
began haunting the dark streets in the Alexander Hamilton's bank we will
name of John Ashcroft, there is a dwin- never fully trust him.
dling amount of reality pills which need
Who cares if Norris' films lack not
to be rationed as sparingly as possible. only a plot but also any sensibility? CreIn my effort to be patriotic and self-ab- ativity is inferior to the drug of conforsorbed, I have neglected three or twelve mity and the anti-drug policies of Nancy
weeks of those pills. But fortunately Reagan. Can you disagree? Certainly
there is the last bastion of reality... Hol- not I. Causation and continuity are mere
abortions, as any true patriot
lywood — of course —
and the golden kung-fu
would clearly see. If you
savant that we have enthink otherwise, be gone
joyed for almost four full
Communist infiltrator!
decades now, Chuck
Don't mock our missile deNorris.
fense systems. Don't preach
Cinematic brilliance
of your false gods, inertia
and gravity... cause and efaside, Norris is the sole
reason for my continued
fect. People don't hate us for
sanity. Every time he tugs
any foreign policies; they are
simply evil and plotting tera cowboy hat over his
rible things with fundamenbrow is an epiphany of
Chuck Norris
tally evil forces. Fear not,
realism and the infinite
Reality and John Ashcroft
vastness that is America's
realizable optimism. His unwavering will prevent Osama bin Laden from
success and insistence upon a single ba- teaming up with those creepy bug-thingsic hairstyle provides comfort and assur- aliens from Starship Troopers. Those
ance that no interest rate reduction by bugs were at the least egalitarians, and
Alan Greenspan could ever duplicate. therefore Swiss; and I have it on good
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

Mid-April and 80 degrees
BY GWEN NOLAN

Often I sit at my computer spurting
out words addressing what I feel are huge
injustices. But on this sunny day, the
lawns have just been cut and the smell
of a new season is wafting through my
window.
The beauty of spring lies not only
in the budding flowers and sun kissed
cheeks. The beauty of spring is that it is
time to shed our thick skin of winter and
start anew. Yes, you could take this statement literally and presume that I speak
of those excess pounds that we all insulate ourselves with during the winter.
But, on a much larger scale we shed the
skin of grudges.
We all go a little crazy during the
winter months, when it seems as though
you spend an endless amount of time on
a particular friend's futon. You have gotten a bit sick of hearing about your
roommate's ever-turbulent love life. The
chapters assigned in class have somehow
added up.
But now it is spring. With the urgency of the semester ending and the inviting weather, we find ourselves sitting
on that futon less often. We muster the
courage to study and fantasize about the
perfect day at the beach and the ideal

summer job.
The beauty of spring is that it brings
hope for a new beginning and acceptance of some endings. Accept that you
may have not gotten along perfectly with
that one professor who consistently
gives you C's, next time you see him/
her, don't glare and cast the evil eye, say
"hello" and comment how beautiful the
spring day is. To that roommate who is
consistently singing while you try to
study, start singing with them. So,
maybe now that unrealistic New Year's
resolution of a perfect 4.0 seems like a
distant fairy tale, it doesn't mean that
you can't finish up strong. As all professors can attest to, it is the progress
made in the class that counts the most.
So maybe this article is about nothing in particular, but that's ok. It's
spring, relax. One month to go. Don't
let the ever closer dates of finals rum
you into a nervous wreck. Be reasonable, leave time for work and play. We
all make those false promises to ourselves that we will live in the library for
the next four weeks. Not necessary, it
is a new season and the end of a year.
No more of this counting down the days
garbage, don't focus on the 30 days
ahead, focus on working and playing today.

authority that they were actually com- asking where the remote is and why The
munists. Thank God the ape Doogie' Professor is able to make radios out of
Howser was there to dress up like a Real bamboo and Ginger's dental floss. And,
Human being and save the day. Where in so doing we help keep the commuwould we be without the entertainment nists held up in Montana under sevenof teenage doctors in slap-stick comedy teen miles of granite and pixie-sticks,
roles on a nightly basis?
exactly where the mole-people belong.
Kabul, that's right! The sole differIt's a team effort, you see and there
ence between our great Democracy — is no "Communism" in team. There is,
which is actually a Republic, but facts however, an A, E and an M, which are
don't matter — and the
all very important to the
Taliban is our unwavering decorrect and non-Marxist
votion to the failed genre that
spelling of "America."
is situation-comedy, the black
Without those letters, we
hole in a self destructive uniwould instead have just
verse of prime-time-Deion"ric" and that wouldn't
Sanders-television. Just ask
make any sense, unless
any republican (or moderatewe add a "k" and make
republican, as they now preit a name or an "h" and
fer to b% called), it is obvious
make it the designation
that any person can achieve
of those beautiful leadanything they want if they just
ers of everything, the
Doogie' Howser rich. Anyways, so withtry hard enough. Are you
homeless or slightly intoxiout those letters which
cated? Well, you obviously didn't try are important to both "team" and
"America" we would have something
hard enough.
Fortunately, half the universe is de- which made no sense, and that means
voted to either the reruns or newest in- that it is un-American and against evfestations of the dumbing-down ma- erything Mr. Ashcroft and Chuck Norris
chine, the television. We all pretend that want us all to believe.
this bizarre device is a friend, perhaps
even a family member. We talk to it,

[letter to the editor]

Dancin' up a storm
To the Editor:
Two weeks ago, one of Fairfield
University's best kept secrets took place
at the Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts. I'm talking about the Dance
Ensemble's annual production. It was
amazing!
I first learned about the Dance Ensemble from senior Maria DeRuccio
who interned in our office and has been
a driving force behind this group for all
four years at Fairfield. My understanding is this is a totally student-run organization that works all year to make this
show happen.

This very talented group of dancers
put on a spectacular show, with a wide
range of dance styles. It's obvious they
do it because they truly love to dance
and it shows in their performance. This
is really a jewel here at Fairfield that
deserves the support and encouragement
of the entire unversity community. Congratulations to this wonderful group of
students who put on such a spirited and
well executed performance.
Sincerely,
Nancy Habetz
Director, Media Relations

Should Fairfield have frats?
No, they're excessive

57%
Yeah, it would spice the party scene up.

HHHHUH

29

They wouldn't make any difference

HHHHH

14%

Vote on next week's poll @ www.fairfieldmirror.com
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SHE. said

HE saU

Kevin Estela Maria DeRuccio
Times are changing and more and more men and women
are taking on the responsibilities of the opposite sexes and
working jobs that traditionally have been reserved for one gender over the other. Male nurses
and female soldiers, they fill a valuable void in
society IF they are capable of doing the job at
Its cool and I'm cool with that, but there are certain
things guys and girls do that I will never get over. Certain
things that put a smile on my face because of how ridiculous the things are that should remain on the opposite
side of the gender line.
I'm somewhat old-fashioned, so it is easy to see
how I can be frustrated with girls with shorter hair than
mine. Please girls, burn your bras or wear combat boots, but please don't cut
your locks. Sinead O'Connor should not be a role model.
Speaking of cutting hair, gentlemen, the only time you should pluck your
eyebrows is if you have a serious uni-brow. You shouldn't spend more time in
the beauty salon than your girlfriend and you shouldn't have more shapely brows
than her. Be proud of being hairy, our cavemen ancestors were real men.
Ladies, what's going on with the monster trucks some of you drive? Granted,
no one except maybe an iron-worker from steel town named Brutus could get
away with driving a big truck or SUV so you shouldn't take one to the GAP.
Fellas, speaking of the GAP, don't drive Volkswagen Cabriolets. You aren't a
high school cheerleader. Get yourself anything but a serious chick mobile.
Gentleman, you might not want to admit to knowing all the lyrics to any of
the boy bands' songs out there. I am going to take a stab at this and guess that it
doesn't really attract the ladies. And ladies, knowing the lines to the opening
music of any of the WWF wrestlers will make guys hesitant to cuddle with you,
if you want that kind of stuff.
I have only touched upon certain things here and if you catch me at any
given moment, I can rant for hours about stupid things like this. I'm just an old
fashioned rhinoceros with a lot of testosterone flowing through my j ice-cold
veins. You don't have to listen to me but give some thought next time you do
what the opposite sex is supposed to do.

I'll admit it, growing up I was a real tomboy. I
cried when I had to wear a bra and I was always the
little girl chasing and beating up the boys (still am, I
guess). So basically I'm attracted to a manly man, a
real ball-breaker.
For me, any guy who involves himself
in typical girlie activities has crossed the gender line. I think the stereotypical girl spends an hour
plus in the bathroom. When she is finally ready,
she waltzes out in a cute outfit complete with flawless hair and make-up. Definitely not me in the
morning, but I think the scenario is pretty girl-generic.
Any guy who spends more time getting ready
than me is out. I can't stand a pretty boy constantly catching glimpses of himself
in any mirror he passes. Maybe I'm a slob, but guys who obsess about their
looks make me feel like I'm missing something.
I also have this weird thing against guys with pierced ears. For some reason, earrings on a guy freak me out. Oh and rings too. I don't wear a ton of
jewelry myself, so when a guy pimps it all over I feel less girlie.
I'm probably goiqg to offend Fairfield's finest, but it must be said. I hate
when guys go to the tanning salon. There's nothing hotter than a guy with color,
but a guy who sports a fake, orange tan is awful. It's actually worse than a girl
that has an orange tan.
I'd definitely have to say the most inexcusable case of gender crossing is
when a guy wears make-up. No, not mascara! I know there are guys out there
who dabble with mom's cover-up when they have a blemish. It is so incredibly
obvious and it goes too far. Please, no man should ever wear Cover Girl.
I was just never high-maintenance, so guys who are drive me crazy. Guys
that deep condition onte a week and carry around a pocket mirror just scream
feminine. When it comes down to it... I'd rather watch football (or whatever you
consider 'guy typical') with a guy than sit at Pretty Nail and get manicures together. I just think guys should be guys.

"I don't think the beach will
ever be the same — the problems
run too deep."

"I think that eventually they will
find a way around it, and Clam
Jam will return"

- Collin Cavanaugh, '04

- Erik Gullberg, '05

m esfto ®f tine Week:
Will the traditions of student beach life resume?
by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade
"No, they will not because of
the strain between townspeople and students."

"I really hope because if they
aren't it's going to be a looong
three... years."
- Sarah Buscher, '05

- Steve Wieczorek, '04

"I am only a sophomore so, I
sure hope so."
- Tina Hare, '04
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Weezer... still a crowd pleezer
BY KEVIN NOLAN

After awakening from their slumber over a year ago, Weezer has been a
non-stop rock and roll machine. Constant
touring, recording, more touring, and
even more recording has^rought an
abundance of energy into a band that
many considered a mere dot on the postSeattle timeline.
Last year around this time, Weezer
released their second self-titled album
(known by fans and band as the Green
Album).
A 10-song, sub-thirty minute offering that steered clear of the personal lyrics found on 1996's Pinkerton (a commercial failure at first that went on to
achieve cult status among a variety of
fans) and the crafty guitar work found
on their 1994 debut (the Blue Album).
Instead, the Green Album served up
straight-ahead pop songs in a very predictable fashion ("Island in the Sun" and
"Hash Pipe" being the exceptions, and
not surprisingly, the hit singles).
A year after that release, whose
purpose was more to put them back in
the minds of the public than to dazzle
with an album full of standout songs.
Weezer seems to be making steps
to get back to the sound that originally
won them such an avid fan-base. Where
the Green Album did not have one Rivers Cuomo guitar solo that strayed far
from the melody, their newest CD, Maladroit, offers many examples of
Cuomo's often underestimated talent.
Songs like the opener "American
Gigolo" and the single "Dope Nose" feature doubled leads with Cuomo showcasing his metal roots, likening his guitar work more to the Scorpions than what
he has shown in the past. Other songs
like "Take Control," "Keep Fishin'," and

"Slob" have all been played live over the
past year, and the songs on Maladroit
thankfully vary from one another much
more than the Green Album did.
Even though the music on Maladroit
has improved since last year's offering,
two outstanding problems still remain.
The first is again the length of the
album, which at 12 songs barely noses
it out over the half-hour mark. It's no
secret to Weezer fans that read their web-

site that Cuomo has written an abundance of songs over the past two years,
so it's a wonder why the album is so
short. Including more songs certainly
would not be a problem, and a longer
album would only help.
Secondly, Cuomo's lyrics again take
second place to their music. On the
Green Album, Cuomo made a choice to
get as far away from the soul-bearing lyrics presented on Pinkerton, instead opt-

ing to sing about photographs and islands
in the sun.
However, it is Cuomo's lyrics
coupled with the music that made
Weezer sustain life over their dormant
phase.
Maladroit suffers a similar fate as
the Green Album, and Cuomo's words
never really get close to the words that
were often found within their first two
albums.
"Buddy Holly" and
"The Sweater Song"
aren't exactly lyrical
masterpieces, and come
to think of it, all of
Weezer's hit singles, with
the exception of "Say It
Ain't So," aren't wellversed.
Dope Nose, the first
single (featuring a
Beatles Yellow Submarine-like call and response), started receiving
radio play before a proper
release of the album was
determined.
Now that Geffen demanded ownership of
Maladriot's master tapes
(sessions that were recorded with Weezer's
own money), Maladroit
will see a proper commercial release on May 14.
The songs on the album have been featured
on Weezer's web-site
over the last couple
months.

Weezer stands ready to rock

"Rebirth" of Caribbean Rhythms
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

"Rebirth" is a collaborative effort
between solo artist Mystic Bowie and the
Pallbearers, led by Nardi Boi (Renard
Boissiere.) The band will be making an
appearance at Fairfield University in
WVOF's new stuido on April 22 from
6:30 p.m. till 8:00 p.m.
With band members from New
York, Louisiana and the Caribbean, it's
no surprise that their music is eclectic.
Yet, the blend works to create a
unique and enjoyable sound that is a tapestry of the diverse music.
Primarily working in the Reggae
genre, the band incorporates Funk, Ska
and several prominent Louisiana sounds
to produce an entertaining album.
It is not however, a groundbreaking
piece as the music can get repetitive.

Two songs on the album, "I am the one"
and "Rebirth" sound far too similar and
lead one to question if the band was
pushing itself to fill-out an entire fortysomething minutes.
Lyrically the album is decent, but
not exceptional. There seem to be few
profound or poetic lyrics that can stand
alone with any impact. "Rebirth's"
rhythms are miles ahead of its lyrics.
What the straight-forward lyrics do
provide, however, is reinforcement to the
quick, uplifting pace of the music. In
fact the entire album is more or less uplifting and a celebration of life; "Rebirth"
is an appropriate title.
These are legitimate jams that will
accompany warm summer weather and
procrastination well.
Mystic won his native Jamaica's
Pop and Variety Festival in 1986 and has

been featured in an
album by
the Tom
Tom Club,
a group
formed by
some of
the Talking Heads.
Both
he and the
Pallbearers have
performed
as opening
Mystic and Nardi Boi jam
acts for
Reggae mainstays Toots and the Maytals
and Burning Spear. They've played
down the road at Toad's Place in New
Haven and at Nell's in Manhattan.

Bowie and The Pallbeares will
be on WU0F on April 22!!!!
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One day at a time
Positive music group slowly building base
IQQutstions
WITH DAY ONE
Occasionally a run in with a band at a performance or a
purchase of a CD leads to finding something new or different. While at a convention in Baltimore, Maryland, I
ran into Day One, a group out of Nashville who perform
music aiming to provide a positive message. Some of it
is religious; some of it is designed to simply inspire to
meet your dreams. Some songs are clearly written as a
Christian style, some are remakes or reworked hits to fit
their positive philosophy. The group consists offour
members: Dustin Scott, Joslyn Treadway, Shelly Justice,
and Patrick Roberts. I had a chance to see them perform, and I interviewed them and their drummer/producer, Garth Justice, last Saturday.
1. How did you get started with music?
Jocelyn: Shelly, Garth and I sang together in a vocal
ensemble. We all attended the same college, Leigh
University. Darin sang there. Patrick sang there later.
That's where we
started.
Patrick: We all
grew up singing
in church.
J: We all came in
at different times
[to the band].
Garth: We had to
wait for Patrick
until he hit puberty. P-U-B-E...
(laughs)
P: As the four of
us we've been toDARIN SCOTT
gether one year.
The group is in its
twelfth year.
2. What are your
musical influences?
P: We all listen to
different things.
J: Of course gospel. TheWinans,
Truth...
P:
The
Kingsmen...
G: We all love
James Taylor,
Sting, and R&B.
JOSLYN TREADWAY
J: We're not big
into country, even though we live in Nashville...
P: I like country...
Darin: Our music shows how diverse we are.
3. What kinds of things inspire you to write a song?
G: Recently, putting in our favorite CDs, listening to
music, we get ideas from there. Sometimes we get it
from an idea, a hook...
Shelly: Sometimes I'll take a tune and put words to the
music.
4. Your band was originally called Soul'd Out and
you changed it to Day One. What was the original
reason for calling yourself Soul'd Out and why the
name change to Day One?
D: As for Soul'd Out, the name looked really cool on a
T-shirt and it showed how we were really committed
to something. But there are a million jokes about the
name. We do a lot of international touring. Day One
means "new beginning" - to make the day start as something new for the rest of your life.

5. Some of your songs take existREVIEW
ing songs, such as Anastacia's "I'm
Outta Love," and turn it into an
Day One's "Dare
t0
inspirational song (in this case,
Dream CD
"On My Way"). What inspires you reviewed online at
to take songs and turn them into fairfieldmirror.com
something uplifting?
D: Because the people we sing to like that - it's familiar.
P: [In the case of "I'm Outta Love"] The drive. - it's
got a great beat.
G: We like to take something somebody's done and
improve it.
J: There's not a lot of inspirational music out there.
D: Songs today are too politically motivated.
6. In terms of songs out there, such as "Music of
My Heart" or "Love is Alive," how do you choose
the songs that you faithfully remake?
D: It's a group decision.
G: We try to choose songs that move us.
P: "Music of My Heart" is good enough.
G: "Win" [off the Dare to Dream CD] was a Brian
McKnight song.
7. What is your favorite song off your latest CD,
"Dare to Dream"?
G: My favorite would be "Win."
D: "Win" is probably my favorite.
J: "Music of My Heart" - Everyone sings the song.
S: "Dare to Dream."
J: We like the ballads!
8. Many of your songs have an inspirational tone.
How do you feel about your songs being able to
reach and inspire so many people?
P: It really is a major focus. We're actually planning a
motivational CD to go to anyone and not just be as
specific in general.
J: That should be out in the summer.
G: Also it's not just to motivate to build better lives
and dreams, but be closer to God.
9. You have an internet Web site, dayonemusic.com
- how do you feel about the internet as a tool to reach
people with your music?
D: Great - the Web site's fairly new. It's gotten a lot of
great response, dayonemusic.corn's a great site.
dayonemusic.com,
dayonemusic.com,
dayonemusic.com...
(laughter)
P: We felt like we should utilize a tool as big as that.
G: It's truly worldwide.
P: It's the best available tool - it's a truly interactive
site.

10. What is your favorite part of performing and
recording?
J: I like to interact with the crowd.
G: I love to record and the creativity in the studio. The

real fun is translating that to the stage and seeing how
people react.
11. What is your favorite part of touring?
P: Well, none of us are sight-seers.
J: If we go out of
the country, I take
the opportunity
to explore.
P:' The best part
about traveling is
seeing people's
reactions.
S: Every country
is different.
D: dayonemusic.com as I said.
(laughter)
12. What is the
ultimate goal of
PATRICK ROBERTS
your music.
D:
To
see
people's lives
changed.
13. Any last
words?
G: Bet it all on
red.
(laughter)
D: We're not trying to hide it we're a Christian
organization.
P: We do a big
outreach
at
Christmas time to
SHELLY JUSTICE
help inner city
children and their families called the Noel project. We
just want to see people's lives changed and touched.
J: We perform at the project, provide children with toys
and food baskets...
P: Everything they need at Christmas time and have
Christmas itself. They walk in looking down and embarrassed. We're happy - our music ministered to them
- and then they soften up and were touched by the music.
G: And bet it all on red.

To donate to the Day One ministry,
to assist them with the Npel Project
and reaching others, or to find out
more about their music, visit
www.dayonemusic.com, as Darin
subtly noted in the interview.
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Van Wilder falls short
Amusing and cheesy, but wait for the rental
BY PAUL PARISI

Well, it's no "Animal House." And
I, along with many others apparently, fell
for the marketing ploy of this movie being labeled under the once fabled Nation Lampoon title- hoping vainly for a
college comedy to challenge the classics.
However, without
comparing it to the past,
it is a funny movie. 'Not
evenly funny, but the
good parts will have you
choking on your popcorn
and accidentally spitting
soda all qver your date.
I have to admit the
story idea is one I find appealing as I prepare to
graduate: Van Wilder
(Ryan Reynolds) is a seventh-year under-grad student. Wilder is of course
the most popular and biggest partier at imaginary
Coolidge College, he
even hires an assistant
each year to help him accomplish this.
He's so popular that
a reporter from the school
paper is sent out to cover
him for a series of articles
(played by Tara Reidwhose acting is so bad
she should have played a
mute). Van had no intention of graduating any
time soon until his rich father
decides to cut off the tuition
money (ironically the kill-joy
father is played by Tim
Matheson, one of the original
bad boys in "Animal House").
Aided by his buddy (Teck
Holmes- yes from the Real
World) and his assistant, an exchange student from India
whose only goal is to lose his
virginity. Wilder sets out to
raise money for his tuition by
renting himself out as a party
planner and thinking up moneymaking ventures such as "topless tutors".
Here is my main problem
with the movie. We are expected to believe this large
school has only one big-man on
campus, while everyone else
seems to be socially inept and
can't party without him.

Fail-field
Mirror

Meanwhile, no one seems to mind
the fact that he pimps a supped-up golf
cart. Ok, its funny in the movie, but I
doubt if we had a seven-year student who
tooled around Reef Road in a golf cart, I
would even want him at my party, let
alone plan it.

The things that definitely make the
movie are the side characters and the
gross-out gags. There is one part which
involves custard filled eclairs (use your
imagination) which might make the
whole movie worth going to see. However, its kind of sad that the most of the

Van Wilder (Ryan Reynolds) chillin' with his do
Artisans National Lampoon's Van Wilder

Pictures (left)
Gwen the journalism major,
played by Tara
Reid. Thank
God she looks
good... stop acting! (right) Van
with the moves
like a jungle cat,
trying to attract
Gwen.

What movies are popular thi

Fuirfieid
Mirror

1. Changing Lanes
2. Panic Room

comedic "genius" of our generation will
be attributed to things on the level of fart
jokes.
I suppose I'm so unimpressed with
the character of Van Wilder, because
growing up I had true slackers as role
models: Zack Morris and Ferris Bueller.
And as you watch
Wilder, you almost roll your
eyes at some of
the things he
does, for instance, parking in
»" his
rival
professor's parking spot.
It's cheesy
and we've all
seen it before.
Watching a character like Ferris
Bueller, you get
the feeling that
he's really out
there somewhere
driving around in
his
friend's
father's Ferrari,
pulling off all
those stunts.
As long as
you go to this
movie simply
looking for a
couple laughs
gin
you won't be disappointed. Just
don't go looking
for our generation's Belushi; I
just feel bad my little brother
doesn't have a decent slacker to
look up to.

information obtained from entertainment weekly

3. The Sweetest
Thin

g

4. Ice Age

Fut'rtiekl
Mirror
Fuirficld
Mirror

5. The Rookie

8. Van Wilder

6. High Crimes

9. Frailty

7. Clockstoppers

10. Blade II
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SPORTS

Baseball

Softball

2-2 on the week

Santos recognized by MAAC

The Stags took two out of three against
Iona over the weekend before being
drubbed by Pace 14-4 on Tuesday. Next
week is a hectic one for baseball, who
will travel to URI, Siena, and UConn
before coming home to face Yale.

Men's Lacrosse

Fairfield went 5-1-1 last week, with
impressive wins against Hartford,
Niagara, Canisius, and Providence.
Junior Melissa Santos also won the
MAAC Player of the Week Award for her
impressive piitching

Women's Lacrosse

Stunned 13th ranked Ohio St.
The lacrosse team shocked nationally
ranked Ohio State in double overtime.
Sophomore Tom Werney scored the
gamewinner with 3:18 left in the extra
frame on his way to earning his second
selection as the Great Western Lacrosse
League's Player of the Week Award.

Five straight without losing
Fairfield trounced Vermont 17-6 before
beating LeMoyne 9-8, the gamewinner
scored by Lauren Uhr with 8:30 left in
regulation. In addition, Jessica Conahan
and Monica Janowitz earned Player of
the Week honors from the MAAC.

Upcoming Events:

Tennis

Thursday, April 18

Onto the MAACs

Baseball @ Rhode Island, 3:30 pm
Softball vs. Brown, 3 pm
Women's gold @ Quad Match, Monmouth, 111.
Friday, April 19

Both the men's and wome's tennis
teams will participate in the MAAC
championships in Flushing Meadows, NY. The women's team will be
among the top seeds, whilst the men
will have to play in the play-in game
and potentially face top seeded
Marist.

Women's tennis @ MAAC Championships
Men's tennis @ MAAC Championships
Saturday, April 20

Rugby

Women's tennis @ MAAC Championships
Men's tennis @ MAAC Championships
Women's lacrosse @ Marist, 1 pm

Undefeated in four

Sunday, April 21
Women's crew @ MAAC Championships
Men's golf vs. Rhode Island
Men's lacrosse @ Notre Dame, 1 pm

The Fairfield Ruggers continued their winning ways, winning their
last two games, raising their record to 4-0. In the first game,
Fairfield crushed the University of Rhode Island 33-5. This past
Saturday the Ruggers convincingly defeated Providence 36-17,
after leading 18-10 at halftime. This Saturday they are traveling to
Quinnipiac for the Quinnipiac Cup involving other teams in the
New England area.

SPORTS
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Santos honored by MAAC as
softball goes 2-1-1 on week
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Intramurals Report
by Rick Briamonte
Birkenstock Field House -"We're
winning this tournament" Those were
the words muttered by Shockers team
captain Nate Bauers, '04 and goaltender.
Jack Harder '04. The Shockers made
this guarantee, like Mark Messier in the
1994 NHL Eastern Conference Finals
and Broadway Joe Namath at Super
Bowl III, stand up as they upset the #1
seeded senior team, the Vibe Raiders to
win the Floor Hockey championship.
Bauers netted 1 goal while Harder
stopped 15 of 16 shots.
Kevin Harrigan, Bart James, and
Tim Wallace, who also won the Basket- ■
ball "B" League, each netted one. The
Shockers defeated the Tailgaters 4-3 and
the Goon Squad 6-2 to make it to the
finals to beat the Vibe Raiders 4-2. The
Vibe Raiders, led by senior team captain J.D. Desloges had the #1 seed going 9-0 on the season beating the Shockers 2-1 late in the year. They defeated
the Nutty Squirrels and the freshmen
85'ers 3-2 in a breath-taking shoot-out
that came down to the final shot. 3-1
At the same time, on Court 1, TB A,
the "B" League Tourney favorite, turned
aside the Planeteers to win the 2002
Intramural "B" League Basketball
Championships. Tom Wilczewski of
TBA led all scorers with 17 points.
Kevin Nyrady dropped 16 for the
Planeteers. With the victory, Tim
Wallace of TBA earned his third intramural championship this school year
(Outdoor Soccer, B League Basketball,

Floor Hockey) and the fourth of his career (2001 Indoor Soccer). Can anyone
say Dynasty?
Alumni Hall - Meanwhile, the
Beaners and the FU Wild Women met in
the first ever women's basketball championship. In a hard fought effort, the
Beaners held off the FU Wild Women 35
- 20 for the first ever Intramural Women's
Basketball Championship on the court at
Alumni Hall.
All year we heard of how Hickory
couldn't miss a shot last year in the "A"
League finals against the Dirty Dozen.
It was an amazing performance, one that
the Dirty Dozen couldn't soon forget.
Last week, they got their chance to redeem themselves in a rematch for this
year's crown.
The Dirty Dozen got an early lead
and never looked back leading 37-28 at
the half, going on to win 66-62. Mike
DiNanno of Hickory led all scorers with
22, including 5 baskets from behind the
arch. Andrew Turf led the Dozen with
16 as they got their revenge, taking the
2002 Intramural "A" League Championship.
Congratulations to all of our champions and thank you to all who participated. Thank you for making this the best
and most successful winter season ever!
Coming Up...
Volleyball, Indoor Soccer and Softball are already underway and it looks like
it's going to be a great season. All sports
have increased in teams from last year.

The Friars scored two runs in the
fifth to regain the lead, as Ashlee
Weatherford doubled home two runs.
Fairfield made it interesting by waiting
until the seventh inning to tie the score,
as Sarosy hit an RBI single and Laura
Sandonato tied it with a fielder's choice.
After Providence took another lead
in the top of the 10th, Fairfield mounted
a two-out rally
with
four
straight hits to
plate three runs
and win the
game, the coup
de grace coming
frmo
Kennedy.
Christy Urban
got the win for
Fairfield with
two earned runs
and
five
strikeouts.
In the second
game,
Providence
again took an
early lead before Fairfield
came back, but
the game was halted due to darkness.
Fairfield will play a double-header
against Brown today at home before
playing Rider and St. Francis next week.

BY ETHAN FRY

Karyn Kennedy hit a two-run
double in the bottom of the tenth to cap
a three run two-out rally for Fairfield as
the Stags defeated Providence 6-5 in the
first game of a doubleheader on Tuesday. The second game was cut short by
darkness after the two teams had battled
to a 2-2 tie after five
innings.
In addition, Junior pitcher Mellissa
Santos received her
first MAAC Player of
the Week award,
helping the Fairfield
University softball
team post a 2-1-1
record last week. The
honor is the third
straight for Santos, as
she collected Pitcher
of the Week accolades on April 1 and
April 8.
In the opener of
their doubleheader
on Tuesday, Provi- Melissa Santos
dence jumped out to
an early 1-0 lead
when Cori Van Dusen singled, stole second and scored on an error. The Stags
tied the game in the bottom half of the
first, as Missy MacDonald's single
chased home Ellen Sarosy.

online this week

life lessons... without the pain.

egrad.com

learn from our mistakes.
Every one of us at eGrad has made quite a few mistakes. We've
botched interviews, run up enormous credit card bills, gotten ripped off
in Tijuana, lived in squalid, overpriced apartments and broken up with
wonderful people for terrible reasons. Hey, one of us even got drunk and
slept through graduation day.
And though we weren't much help to ourselves, we can be a
tremendous help to anyone looking to make a smooth transition out of
college.
We've packed eGrad with tried-and-true advice on dealing with
everything post-college life has to offer, special deals to make the
transition a little easier on the wallet, message boards to exchange tips
and questions with other grads, and a job Hypersearch to connect you
to the perfect position.

YOUR GUIDE TO
GRADUATION AND BEYOND

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Stags buck Ohio State

Rob Scipioni (2), Brian Whalen (36), and Joe Beaudet (40) surround an Ohio State player.

Photo: Bridget Smith

Men's lacrosse stuns 13th ranked OSU, look to NCAAs
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Following the Stags' stunning victory over 13th ranked Ohio State on Saturday, the men's lacrosse team has its
sights set on the program's first-ever
NCAA Tournament berth.
Fairfield improved to 3-1 in the
Great Western Lacrosse League
(GWLL) with an impressive 8-7 doubleovertime win over the Buckeyes, leaving the Stags one win away from a conference tide and an automatic berth into
the national tournament.
"That was a huge win for us-without a doubt the greatest win ever for
Fairfield," said head coach Ted Spencer.
With the team trailing 7-6, the Stags'
Garrett Bamann tied the game with just
17 seconds left in regulation to force
overtime. Both teams cautiously traded
possessions in the first overtime, before
sophomore Tom Werney netted the
game-winning goal with 3:18 left in the
sudden-death period.
"That really showed the character
of this team," Spencer said. "They [Ohio
State] were favored, no question. But
we believe that if we come out and play
our game, we are confident we can beat
anybody. I'm proud of all facets of our
game-everyone put forth a great effort
[Saturday]."
After defeating two of the nation's

top 20 teams and collecting the biggest
wins in Fairfield history this season, according to Spencer, the Stags face the
biggest game-ever in the program's second season playing in the GWLL when
the team travels to Notre Dame on Sunday.
The Irish, a perennial lacrosse powerhouse who went to the NCAA Final
Four last year, are currently 3-0 in the
league and stand between the Stags and
the conference title.
"We have to go out there and play
with a lot of heart," Werney
said. "We have to play hard
and play consistent-if we do
those things, we're confident
that we're going to win."
Notre Dame was this
year's preseason favorite to
repeat as GWLL champions,
according
to
Inside
Lacrosse.com, despite
graduating the team's entire
attacking corps and starting
goalkeeper from last year.
Fairfield, which finished second in the league
last year, has received a balanced scoring attack this season, with 12 players registering at least one goal. The
Stags will need a collective Members
offensive effort while play-

ing disciplined against the Irish, according to junior attacker Matt Buecker.
"Our offense needs to keep producing as a team and we need to reduce the
amount of turnovers," Buecker said.
"We have to play tough and we'll have a
good chance at beating them."
Although Fairfield has recorded
several notable victories this season, one
of the Stags' four losses this year may
impede them from advancing into the
NCAA Tournament.
Fairfield's 8-5 loss to conference foe

Air Force two weeks ago may loom large
if the Stags were to lose to Notre Dame
this weekend. The two conference loses
would take the Stags out of contention
for the GWLL Title, since Notre Dame
has just one conference game remaining after this weekend.
"There are a couple of games we
would like to have back this year-the Air
Force game is one of them. We just
didn't play good lacrosse," Spencer said.
"Our goal is to win the next three games
and put ourselves in the NCAAs."

of Fairfield's lacrosse team were able to upset Ohio State last week.

